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How the Right Sales Enablement Tools Shorten Sales Cycles
Your sales channels are complex. Simplicity and clarity provided by sales enablement tools can 
simplify effort in the buying process—for both buyers and sellers. Because your sales channel 
includes dealers and distributors, you’ll also gain insights that have been hard to come by to influence 
and improve the sales efforts of external sales reps.

In this guide, you'll learn:

Thus, it’s vital to look for a solution designed to meet the demands of both direct and indirect sellers.

Investing in a sales enablement hub is a big decision worth making, but organizations must first 
ensure that a potential solution will drive the outcomes they need—increased win rates from better 
buyer engagement and sales conversations. That’s why it’s vital to look for a tool that can help 
optimize existing channels and open new channels to drive growth.

The right sales enablement tool will break down barriers to give all stakeholders access to the 
content, tools, and skills development they need right when they need it.

Not all sales enablement tools are created equal.

Why field, dealer and distributor reps need predictable access to the right content.

How to keep prospects warm with more relevant and responsive follow-ups.

Comparing and measuring content effectiveness.

How the right engagement can shorten the sales cycle.

Only 27.5 percent of users found their platform met or exceeded expectations.

Less than one-third said they were hitting their enablement goals.

Not All Sales Enablement Tools Are Created Equal

While having a sales enablement solution is critical; they aren’t all the same. A report from CSO 
Insights found that:

https://www.csoinsights.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/11/CSO-Insights-5th-Annual-Sales-Enablement-Study-3.pdf
https://www.csoinsights.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2019/11/CSO-Insights-5th-Annual-Sales-Enablement-Study-3.pdf
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Predictable Access to the Right Content

What Else Could Reps Do With 440 Hours?

Flights around
the world

Road trips across
the U.S.

Training videos
watched

9

The reps you rely on to sell your products must have predictable access to the right content. They 
need resources that provide insights into how your brand can solve the challenges of their customers. 
These reps often have extensive knowledge about your product line, but by supplying them with 
supporting content, you are more directly influencing the story they tell on your behalf.

Instant access to content increases efficiency which results in increased selling time. Why?
Because according to an Inc. article, sales reps spend on average 440 hours a year searching for the 
right content.

Arming all your sales reps with a branded mobile app that they know will consistently be up to date 
empowers them to be more effective and confident salespeople. The less time they spend searching 
for the content that addresses a prospect's question in the moment, the more time they can spend 
understanding pain points and developing rapport.

By giving your reps the right content, right away, they can spend more time focused on actual 
activities that drive closed sales, like:

Solving buyer challenges with product recommendations.

Creating responsive follow-ups that engage buyers.

Building brand expertise through microlearning.

15 3500
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From interactive content presentations to product demos to videos, your sales channel will 
appreciate that everything stays in the same place and automatically syncs with updates so they’re 
confident they always have the most current resource at hand.

Reps will no longer have to scour through your website or try to make something on their own that 
may not be up to your brand standards. Marketers and channel program managers will have an easy 
way to connect reps with approved messaging and training modules that empower reps to become 
highly equipped sellers.

Easy access to content that influences every buyer engagement removes the struggle that reps face 
when it comes to finding and using quality content to move deals forward.

Quality is key here. Because different end users have different questions and concerns, your dealers 
and distributors need to have a variety of options. When the salesperson meets with a buyer, they’ll 
have an arsenal of content ready to support the conversation. No fumbling around looking for the 
right asset or being unprepared when prospects ask the hard questions.

In the same survey noted above, almost 51% of those who responded found that a salesperson’s 
access to the right content tools was the biggest benefit of using a sales enablement platform.

Keeping Prospects Warm: The Follow-Up Process

After the initial meeting, salespeople need to deliver relevant follow-up. More than just a note of 
appreciation and a request for any additional questions, pro-actively providing content based on the 
conversation just had can prove to a buyer that the salesperson understands their needs and show 
them he has new information to share.

With an effective sales enablement tool, follow-up communication becomes more powerful because 
your dealers and distributors will have access to timely content and further discussion through a 
personalized customer microsite. The salesperson selects the content from the sales enablement 
app and sends an email. When buyers click the link, they see a microsite that presents thumbnails of 
the content included with a discussion thread to make comments and ask questions.
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Content can include resources, including:

The buyer may also easily share the microsite with others involved in the buying process.
The salesperson receives a notification when the content is viewed, or a question is asked.
This gives the salesperson invaluable insight into what the prospect is most interested in and helps 
him craft his next outreach using new intelligence.

Here's an example if the buyer views a specific content asset:

Keeping this conversation in one place on the microsite helps both the rep and the buyer maintain the 
context of the conversation. The process is more fluid than when trying to dig through a chain of 
emails and the content is within easy reach for reference as the conversation develops.

This information also provides marketers with valuable insight because the activity is tracked. You 
now have a window into what your end users find most relevant during the buying process and what 
content helped close deals. This kind of data, which can usually only come from salespeople, is hard 
to get reliably. Once you have this new intelligence and insight, it can be a real game changer for 
marketers in how they prove ROI and contribution to pipeline.

I noticed you were interested in the spec sheet. Do you have any questions about it or about 
customization options and pricing?

Spec sheets

Quotes

Case studies

Product overviews

Virtual product tours

And any content that marketing creates to help validate the need to solve the problem and 

set the future vision
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Comparing and Measuring Content Effectiveness

As noted, with the right sales enablement tool, you and your dealers and distributors will be able to 
glean important data on what content works. Look for a tool that has a clear dashboard that shows 
what content is being used, by which partners, and how it’s performing. Reporting that’s intuitive and 
easy-to-use means you can find the data you need and apply these insights to content marketing 
strategy going forward.

What can you learn by comparing and measuring? With a robust platform, you'll want to pay attention 
to some key metrics.

Consuption metrics

What content was viewed most often?

Average time spent on the piece of content.

What was the most viewed piece of content among all prospects buying a specific product?

Does content engagement vary from region to region?

Which dealer and distributor reps are using which content in won deals?

Which dealer and distributor reps are the most engaged?

Content patterns

What did the customer journey through the provided content look like?

Did the customer move from a case study to a spec sheet?

Analyze what assets they accessed to map out a customer's thought pattern when

making decisions.
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By focusing on these metrics, you'll have even greater insight into how content drives prospects to 
make decisions.

On-Demand Learning Keeps Sellers Sharp

In order to shorten sales cycles, reps must listen to and understand buyers’ problems and guide them 
to the right products to solve them.

Making this a seamless process requires seller confidence and expertise from your reps. And these 
skills do not stay sharp on their own — like a buyer relationship, they must be nurtured.

Whether you're launching new products, onboarding new reps, or looking to improve the ROI of 
content, adding a sales readiness tool, like microlearning, gives your reps the knowledge necessary to 
reduce sales cycle length, as well as:

Organizations should look for sales enablement tools that help sellers articulate the value of products 
for buyers.

With convenient access to on-demand learning, like video tutorials, training modules, and peer-to-peer 
coaching, sellers have more impact delivering the right message and the right products to help solve 
buyer challenges.

Engagement metrics

After the customer consumed the content, did engagement increase?

Did they ask more questions?

How quickly did the customer reach back out to the sales rep after viewing the content?

Select the right content

Grow product knowledge

Increase win rates

Improve buyer experience
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One specific way to shorten the sales cycle is to strengthen engagement. When conversations 
between a salesperson and buyer are meaningful and supported by relevant content, buyers 
are able--and inclined--to make buying decisions faster.

Based on the data you have about what content was consumed the most by prospects, you 
can strategize with your field reps and dealers and distributors to ensure that every 
"touch"--whether it be a call, email, in-person or virtual meeting, or another connection--is much 
more engaging.

For example, if your buyer is accustomed to receiving generic emails, imagine the difference a 
personalized email that provides tangible value can make.

This value comes in the form of relevant content. In fact, your salesperson can mention the 
content on the call, setting and then delivering on the expectation of receiving something 
valuable to help the buyer learn more.

If your sellers struggle to engage buyers, the right sales enablement tool offers organizations 
a way to connect their reps with messaging and content strategies that are proven to work. 

With 24/7 access to on-demand learning, sales reps can strengthen critical skills with 
peer-to-peer coaching and product training.

Armed with increased product knowledge and value-based messaging, sellers will earn the 
trust necessary to accelerate deals.

Shortening the Sales Cycle

Now that you know how a sales enablement tool can help your dealers and distributors maximize and 
leverage content, let’s put the pieces together to see how this impacts the sales cycle.

For faster deals, dissect the sales cycle to find where content can make the difference in helping your 
direct and indirect sellers get sales done.
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Access to the Right Content at the Right Time is a Game Changer

A sales enablement tool that provides predictable access to content and immediate and effective 
follow-up options to increase engagement results in buyers recognizing more value and relevance 
in their experience with your brand through your dealers and distributors. Sales enablement is a 
proven method for optimizing your sales channels.

When the same tool also allows you to easily update that content without having to worry about 
distribution to dozens of field reps and thousands of channel partners, your life gets easier. Add to 
that unprecedented visibility into which content is being used most effectively and you can more 
easily optimize your content investment and prove contribution to pipeline.

We think you’ll agree that’s a game changer.

If you want to learn more about which sales enablement platform is right for your manufacturing 
business, Read Ten Key Considerations for Manufacturers When Choosing a Sales Enablement 
Platform to understand the most important features and functionality to look for when
selecting a vendor.




